Instructions to Candidates for appearing in NITJ MBA admission test
1. 1 A test of 70 MCQs will be conducted through Google quiz.
2. The google quiz link will be shared through registered email ids that have been
mentioned in the application forms of the candidate.

3. The quiz will be based to evaluate analytical abilities, quantitative aptitude, data
interpretation, vocabulary and comprehension skills, Business and General
awareness, Verbal and Non-verbal reasoning etc.
4. A time limit of 35 minutes will be allowed for the quiz. There will be grace period
of only 30 seconds. The candidature will not be considered in any case, if time
limit exceeds even by a single second and it will lead to disqualification.
5. One faculty will be put on invigilation duty against 10 students who will monitor
through google meet link. All the candidates appearing in the test will join that
link and will keep their videos on.
6. Timing of the test is 11:00am to 11:35am on 04.06.21. The candidates are
supposed to join at least 15 minutes before the test.
7. The candidates appearing in the test will be supposed to take appropriate
measures to ensure internet connectivity issues at during the online test. The
institute will not entertain any problem arising because of the connectivity
issues.
8. A mock test will be conducted on 03.06.2021 at 12 noon consisting 10
questions. The mock test is being conducted just to take care of the intricacies
if any arise. The marks of mock test has nothing to correlate in any way with
the actual test on 04.06.21. The google meet link for the mock test will be
shared through candidates registered email id on 02.06.2021. If any candidate
does not gets link may contact through mail or mobile.
9. The candidates may be contacted at their mobile phones given in application
for. So, candidates have to keep their internet facilities, laptops and mobile
phone ready.

